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Meanwhile, in the hands of the Watsons and the Duersons, all it took was one boxing match. 

Helena could not let Kai miss out on earning four billion for her sake. 

Kai looked grim and said, “If Nash and the others want to see Bianca win, I can’t fulfill their wishes… I 

can’t take action against them, but I can use money to play them to death!” 

Hearing this, Duncan’s expression changed drastically, “Kai… this is four billion we’re talking about!” 

Kai said nonchalantly, “No amount of money can buy a good mood!” 

Duncan quickly thought of a solution that would make everyone happy. A cunning smile appeared at the 

corner of his mouth. “ Kai, I’ve thought of a solution…” 

As the time for the match approached, a host dressed in a tailcoat walked onto the stage, followed by a 

sexy blonde bombshell holding a tray. On it was a crown worth 700 grand. 

“Welcome, everyone, to the Dragon Might Boxing Center. This is the national women’s boxing Phoenix 

Crown Championship sponsored exclusively by the Watsons! After the previous rounds of advancement 

and elimination, Bianca, the boxer from Drakonio, Jonford Club, has fought her way to the finals with 

nine consecutive victories! The dark horse Bianca will challenge the reigning champion Black Widow! 

The final winner will receive the ninth Phoenix Crown from the Dragon Might Boxing Center plus a cash 

prize of 500 grand!” 

Under the spotlight, the crown sparkled, and the diamonds on it emitted brilliant light. 
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 boxing matches were mostly commercial tactics of the family 

Whether it was Black Widow or Bianca who won, the place would gain a lot of traffic, and both Black 

Widow’s and Bianca’s 

value would increase. 

Then, the powerhouse behind the Dragon Might Boxing Center would surely have the champion sign 

some advertising 

agreements. 

The boxing champion was just a tool for capitalists to make money. 

Below the stage, Bianca and her coach bumped fists. Then, she jumped onto the platform with her long, 

slender legs. 

The spotlight was all on Bianca. 

Her fair skin looked soft as jade, and her exposed waist did not have an ounce of fat. 

As Bianca stepped onto the stage, the applause and shouts from the audience grew even more intense. 

“And now, please welcome the consecutive three-time winner of the Phoenix Crown from the Dragon 

Might Boxing Center, the holder of the 2021 World Women’s Boxing Championship’s Golden Belt, the 

daughter of the King of Fighters, Dark Lord. All the way from Frelden… 

Black… Widow!” 

 


